I. INTRODUCTION
The recent interest in the use of ultra-wide band (shortpulse) antennas for target identification has motivated the transient analysis of ondulatory electromagnetic phenomena. Also, the analysis of the response of an antenna to pulsed excitations allows one to study its behaviour in a very wide band of frequencies. If this analysis can be made directly in the time domain, a transfer function of the scatterer, or of a radio channel itself, can be obtained by means of its impulsional response. Some numerical techniques such as the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD), the iteration method, and the space-time integral-equation method have been applied to the problems of determing the transient response of electromagnetic scatterers. These techniques have inherent difficulties with instability, interpolation errors, and a need of extensive computer memory and CPU time to solve problems involving large scatterers [I] . On the other hand, the use of asymptotic methods, such as the time-domain physical optics (TDPO) and the time-domain uniform theory of diffraction (TD-UTD) is very attractive. The simplicity of the physical optics currents over a smooth surface and the simple ray picture of radiation in the uniform theory of diffraction in the frequency domain are sustained in the time domain, since a time-function excitation may be decomposed into their frequency-domain components [ is the incident magnetic field with angular frequency w. The frequency-domain scattered field is obtained by calculating the integral over the illuminated surface using the free-space Green's function [3] :
where qo is the intrinsic free-space impedance, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, ko is the wave number, the vector J'locates the integration point on the scatterer surface, and
The scattered field of the TDPO is obtained by performing the inverse Fourier transform over the field expressed in (2) 
B. Fortnulation of the TD-UTD
The TD-UTD formulation for the field scattered by a perfectly conducting surface with an edge is obtained after a Fourier inversion of corresponding incident, reflected, and diffracted field expressions in the frequency domain, which are expressed, respectively, by In the equations above 4(s'), A,($'), and are the spread factors for the incident, reflected and diffracted fields, respectively; n, , nr , and n,/ are the number of focal points that each ray has traversed;R is the dyadic reflection coefficient; and E(@) is the dyadic diffraction coefficient [4] .
When using ray methods to study transient electromagnetic phenomena, it appears to be more convenient to work with analytic time functions 121. The analytic function is obtained from a inverse Fourier transform The use of analytical functions allows one to avoid the complexities that arise in the TD-UTD development when the rays of the frequency-domain uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) pass through caustics.
The inverse Fourier transform expressed in (1 1) applied over (8), (9), and (10) leads to the TD-UTD formulation [2] + rfJ-irrr> e'
(F,t)=;'(F,t)!l, + $ ( F , t @ , + s r ( 7 , t ) , (13)
+ where 2' (7, t ) is the analytical function for the incident field and i r ( 7 , Geometrical parameters such as specular points coordinates, the spread factors of the scattered fields, the ray-fixed coordinates and vector components, as well as those involved on the determination of the diffraction coefficients, are calculated as in the frequency domain [2] .
The asymptotic nature of UTD and PO in the frequency domain makes the TD-UTD and TDPO valid only when the. frequencies present in the spectrum of the excitation have wavelengths which are small compared to the dimensions and radii of curvature of the scatterer. Thus, these techniques are accurate only at early observation times, in the neighborhood of the arrival of the first wavefronts [4] .
III. RESPONSE OF A HYPERBOLOIDAL REFLECTOR ANTENNA TO A GAUSSIAN PULSE Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a hyperboloidal reflector illuminated by an incident spherical wave from the focus, whose temporal behaviour is defined by a Gaussian pulse, given by where the coefficient a determines the pulse width (see Fig.  2 ). Fig. 3 shows the response of the hyperboloid for a pulse with a = 0.6 at two observation points, calculated using the TD-UTD and TDPO formulations. These results are compared with a reference solution based on a frequencydomain MOM and transformed into the time domain using an inverse fast Fourier transform algorithm (IFFT). The results show a good agreement between the techniques. In Fig. 3a the observation point is on the lit side of the reflector shadow boundary and the behaviour of the scattered field is the same as observed when frequency-domain techniques are used in the analysis, with the good agreement between TDPO and TD-UTD for the first pulse of the reflector response, which is associated with the reflected field.
For diffracted field components, TD-UTD results appear to be more accurate than those obtained by TDPO since the latter may predict erroneous currents near the reflector rim, thereby influencing the calculation of sidelobe levels. Results in Fig. 3b arc calculated at a point very close to the shadow boundary associated with the upper diffraction point, with the first observed pulse corresponding to a typical merge of reflected and first-diffracted fields. Also, since the pulse width is narrower than the reflector diameter, the reflector is only partially illuminated (as illustrated in Fig. 4 for the currents over the reflector at the instant when the pulse maximum impinges upon the reflector rim), which may also explain some discrepancies observed betweep TD-UTD and those obtained by currents integration methods for the diffracted pulses.
The influence of frequency contents of different pulse waveforms, which may impact on the comparative analysis with asymptotic methods, is presently under investigation. 
